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The relative mRNA levels of differentially expressed (DE) and housekeeping (HK) genes of six aneuploid cancer lines with

large-scale genomic changes identified by SNP/SKY analysis were compared with similar genes in diploid cells. The aneuploid

cancer lines had heterogeneous genomic landscapes with subdiploid, diploid, and supradiploid regions and higher overall gene

copy numbers compared with diploid cells. The mRNA levels of the haploid, diploid, and triploid HK genes were found to be

higher after correction of easily identifiable mRNA measurement errors. Surprisingly, diploid and aneuploid HK gene mRNA

levels were the same by standard expression array analyses, despite the higher copy numbers of the cancer cell HK genes.

This paradoxical result proved to be due to inaccurate inputs of true intra-cellular mRNAs for analysis. These errors were

corrected by analyzing the expression intensities of DE and HK genes in mRNAs extracted from equal cell numbers (50:50)

of intact cancer cell and lymphocyte mixtures. Correction for both mRNA extraction/sample normalization errors and total

gene copy numbers found the SUIT-2 and PC-3 cell lines’ cancer genes both had �50% higher mRNA levels per single allele

than lymphocyte gene alleles. These increased mRNA levels for single transcribed cancer alleles may restore functional

mRNA levels to cancer genes rendered haplo-insufficient by the genetic instability of cancer. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Chromosomal instability leads to uneven gene

copy number variations (CNVs) across cancer cell

genomes (Lengauer et al., 1998; Galitski et al.,

1999; Singer et al., 2000; Albertson et al., 2003; Ber-

oukhim et al., 2010; Bazeley et al., 2011; Carter

et al., 2012). The effects of cancer CNVs on

mRNA levels are poorly understood (Hyman et al.,

2002; Platzer et al., 2002; Pollack et al., 2002; Tsa-

frir et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2008; Marella et al.,

2009). We recently suggested that some aneuploid

CNVs may be selected to balance the effects of

mutations, epigenetic silencing, and other gene

losses acquired during the continuous division of

chromosomally unstable cancer cells (Bazeley et al.,

2011). We now show evidence for increased mRNA

levels occurring in aneuploid cancer cells compared

with diploid lymphocytes after correction for gene

copy number differences between these cell types.

An analysis of expression array mRNA measure-

ment errors defined the assay signal strengths

needed for accurate mRNA measurements.

Housekeeping (HK) genes were initially studied

to minimize the effects of differentiation signals

and because these genes generally produce high

enough mRNA levels for accurate measurement

(Chudin et al., 2001; Workman et al., 2002; Su

et al., 2004; Barnes et al., 2005). Gene copy num-

bers were estimated by combined spectral karyo-

typing (SKY) and single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) haplotyping (Greshock et al., 2007; Nestor

et al., 2007) of six aneuploid cancer lines.

We found that gene expression intensity deter-

minants (GEIDs) introduced noise into mRNA

measurements, and the correction of these and

other measurement errors led to finding gene
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dosage effects for haploid, diploid, and triploid

HK genes. This argued against HK gene mRNA

levels being under feedback mechanisms causing

genes with differing copy numbers to have similar

mRNA levels. Surprisingly, even though the six

aneuploid cancer lines had more HK gene copies

than the four diploid cell types, standard expres-

sion array analyses found similar diploid and aneu-

ploid HK gene mRNA levels.

However, a new method for correcting mRNA

extraction variability and pre-measurement, sam-

ple normalization errors (Loven et al., 2012) found

the mRNA levels of genes expressed in the aneu-

ploid PC-3 and SUIT-2 cancer lines were actually

higher than similar genes expressed by diploid

lymphocytes. The increased mRNA levels found

for the actively transcribed cancer genes, either

due to elevated MYC levels (Lin et al., 2012; Nie

et al., 2012) or other mechanisms, may restore

functional mRNA levels to haplo-insufficient

genes created by the genetic instability of cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture and Gene Expression

Measurements

Primary lymphocyte cultures, the diploid,

benign BUD-8 (skin), CCD-34Lu (lung), and

MRC-5(lung) cell lines, and the transformed aneu-

ploid A549 (lung), DU 145 (prostate), LN-18 (glio-

blastoma), PC-3 (prostate), RWPE-2 (prostate),

and SUIT-2 (pancreatic) lines were grown as pre-

viously described (Allison and Nestor, 1999; Baze-

ley et al., 2011). Cell counts were made with a

TC-20 Automated Cell Counter (Bio-Rad, Hercu-

les, CA).

Cells were lysed and RNA extracted with TRI-

zol (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA) fol-

lowed by RNA cleanup with Qiagen RNeasy kit

(Quiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). Only RNA with a

purity ratio (A260/A280) of 1.9 to 2.1 in TE Buffer

(10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, 0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0)

was used. RNA samples were reverse transcribed

into cDNA, synthesized to cRNA in biotinylated

tri-phosphates, and labeled cRNA from each sam-

ple hybridized onto Affymetrix U133 Plus 2.0

gene chips by Affymetrix protocols (http://www.af-

fymetrix.com, Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). Probe

sets with present (P< 0.04) or marginal (0.04<P<
0.06) expressions (Affymetrix MAS 5.0 algorithm)

were classified as 1 expressions and probe sets

with absent expressions (0.06<P< 1.0) were clas-

sified as 2 expressions.

Expression Analysis Settings

Affymetrix image files were created by laser

scanning of the R-Phycoerthrin Streptavidin

(SAPE) fluorphore incorporated during the sample

cartridge washing and staining stages. A .DAT file

is first created with pixilated features which are

automatically converted by an algorithm to create

a .CEL file in which each individual feature is

assigned a single intensity value. Once created,

the .CEL image file can be evaluated by the Affy-

metrix MAS 5.0 software or imported into a num-

ber of third party softwares for various types of

normalization and analysis.

For these studies we used All Probe Set Scaling

in the Affymetrix software to assess the array data

for compatibility among the various experiments.

Scaling is a mathematical technique applied to the

data from several different probe arrays to mini-

mize discrepancies due to variables such as pipet-

ing errors, varying hybridization conditions,

staining effectiveness, probe array lots, and etc.

The All Probe Set Scaling adjusts the trimmed

mean signal of a probe array to a user-specified tar-

get signal value. Target values normally vary

between 100 and 500 and in our experiments were

set to 150 to keep the Scaling Factor close to 1.

The Scaling Factor’s for all arrays in the same pro-

ject should be within a three-fold range for compa-

rability and this applied to all comparisons in our

studies. All other expression settings were default

software settings.

Karyotypes, HK Genes, and SNP/SKY Analyses

Diploid lymphocyte chromosomes were con-

firmed by FISH karyotyping (Allison and Nestor,

1999) and the SKY karyotypes of A549, DU 145,

LN-18, PC-3, and SUIT-2 have been published

(Nestor et al., 2007; Bazeley et al., 2011).

Complete SKY analyses of �24 karyotypes was

performed, although only 13 normal BUD-8 karyo-

types were successfully examined in this previ-

ously reported diploid line (Kushnaryov et al.,

1982). HK genes were identified by functional

analyses and expression in >99% of 2,263 cell

types (Bazeley et al., 2011), followed by selection

of 520 HK genes mapping to a single locus on

chromosomes 1 to 22. SKY was performed at the

Department of Cancer Genetics, Roswell Park

Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY, and SNP haplotyp-

ing at the Gene Expression and Genotyping Facil-

ity at the Comprehensive Cancer Center of Case

Western Reserve University.
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Generation of Random Relative Expression

Intensity (REI) Distributions to Detect Gene

Expression Intensity Determinants (GEIDs)

The expression intensities (EIs) of the ten cell

types were not normally distributed and therefore

were analyzed by nonparametric statistical analy-

sis. A random distribution in which all genes have

a 50/50 chance of being a top or bottom REI was

created to contrast with observed data (Allison

et al., 1975; Allison and Nestor, 1999): a gene

measured in four different cell types has 1 3 24

possible top and bottom REI expression patterns;

a gene measured in five cell types has 1 3 25 ran-

dom expression patterns, etc. Random proportions

of genes with top-REIs in different numbers of

cell types were estimated as combinations possible

for each cell type number, nCr 5 n!/r!(n 2 r)! over

the range of n 5 0 2 r, where C 5 the number of

combinations, n 5 number of cell types,

r 5 relative number of top-REIs in a combination,

and 0! 5 1. For example, the relative proportions

of genes having randomly expressed top-REIs in

four cell types are 0/4, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 cell

types would be 1, 4, 6, 4, and 1, respectively, or 4!/

(0)!(4 2 0)! 5 4!/4! 5 1; 4!/(1)!(4 2 1)! 5 4!/3! 5 4;

4!/(2)!(4-2)! 5 4!/(2)!(2)! 5 6; 4!/(3)!(4 2 3)! 5 4!/

3! 5 4; and 4!/(4)!(4 2 4)! 5 4!/4! 5 1, respectively.

The proportions were divided by the 16 total

expression patterns possible for four cell types

(24 5 16), to produce a density distribution of

0.0625, 0.25, 0.375, 0.25, and 0.0625 totaling to 1.

This density distribution was then multiplied by

18, or the number of HK genes mapping to chro-

mosome 15, producing random estimates of 1.125

(0.0625 3 18), 4.5 (0.25 3 18), 6.75 (0.375) 3 (18),

4.5 (0.25 3 18), and 1.125 (0.0625 3 18) top-REIs

occurring in 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 cell types, respec-

tively, for comparison with the data found for the

four copies of the 18 HK genes mapping to chro-

mosome 15. Similar random top REIs distributions

were constructed to contrast with the 106, 306, 55,

and 35 HK genes measured in five to eight

chromosomes.

GEID Corrections

GEID noise in both aneuploid and diploid cell

types was corrected by dividing the raw EI of each

gene by its average EI in the four diploid cell

types to produce a REI ratio. The numbers of EIs

and REI ratios of haploid (1C), diploid (2C), or

triploid (3C) genes> the (1C)/(2C) medians were

analyzed by 2 3 2 v2 analysis. The (1C) median

was set to 1, and the (2C) median value of the

(1C)/(2C) comparison was used to align the (2C)/

(3C) EIs and REI ratios for display.

EI Comparisons of Paired Genes

The 520 HK gene EIs expressed by all ten cell

types were directly compared, gene by gene, with

each other in 45 separate 2 3 2 v2 models: REI

ratio transforms to eliminate GEID variability

were not used in this analysis because each pair of

compared EIs were from the same gene with pre-

sumably identical GEIDs. The results of the 45

chi square comparisons between each cell type

were tabulated by generating a Total Expression

Grade (TEG) for each cell type, with higher

TEGs indicating relatively increased overall EIs

for all 520 HK genes compared with all other cell

types. The TEGs were calculated as follows: EIs

of the same 520 HK genes were compared

between two cell types at a time to generate

TEGs. The highest EI of a gene pair was given

a 1 for its cell type, and the cell type with the

lower EI a 0; differences in numbers of 1 and 0

values for all genes in both cell types were esti-

mated by chi square analysis (P< 0.001). TEGs

were calculated by 2 3 2 v2 comparisons between

all cell types; the cell type with significantly

more 1 than 0 values (P< 0.001) was awarded a 1

and the other cell type a 0. Cell type pairs with

similar EIs (P� 0.001) were each awarded 0.5. A

cell type’s TEG is the sum of its awarded points.

HK Gene Marker (HKGM) Assay

The HK gene marker (HKGM) assay uses DE

and HK gene EIs measured in separately

extracted A and B cell mRNAs and mRNAs

extracted from 50:50 mixtures of intact A and B

cells to correct extraction variability and sample

normalization errors in estimates of the relative

proportions of the A and B HK gene mRNAs. EIs

of each DE gene measured in pure mRNA of the

expressive cell type were divided by the average

HK gene EI in the same mRNA to create a DE/

HK gene EI ratio for each DE gene. All DE/HK

gene ratios were multiplied by the average HK

gene EI of the same HK genes in each mRNA

mixture to establish baseline, 100% EIs for each

DE gene in each mRNA mixture. The DE gene

EIs measured in mRNA mixtures were divided by

the appropriate baseline EIs, multiplied by 100,

and averaged. The average DE EI %s, or HK

gene markers (HKGMs), are proportional to the

number of HK gene transcripts from each cell
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type in the mRNA mixtures. Since the HKGMs

are based on DE/HK gene transcript ratios for

each cell type, if two pure mRNAs have �similar

numbers of HK gene transcripts, then both

HKGMs in a 50:50 mRNA mixture will be �50%.

However, if the mRNA of one cell type has twice

as many HK gene transcripts as the other, its

HKGM in a 50:50 mixture would be twice that of

the other.

RESULTS

Decreased Sensitivity of Low Signal-Strength

mRNA Measurements

The sensitivity of the expression intensity (EI)

measurements to detect 25% mRNA concentra-

tion differences at varying signal strengths was

tested: The EIs of 1,931 differentially expressed

(DE) genes between the A549 and DU 145 cell

lines were measured in pure 100% A549 and DU

145 mRNAs, and in 75/25% and 25/75% A549 and

DU 145 mRNA mixtures, with DE genes 1

expressed in one cell type and 2 expressed in the

other cell type. The EIs for the DE genes meas-

ured at 100 and 75% mRNA concentrations were

entered into adjacent spreadsheet columns, plac-

ing the EIs of the same genes measured at 100

and 75% mRNA concentrations adjacent to each

other. The spreadsheet rows were ordered from

highest to lowest of the 100% mRNA concentra-

tion EIs. If the arrays can detect �25% mRNA dif-

ferences, then the measured EIs should parallel

the 100 and 75% mRNA concentrations, with mea-

surement errors present when EIs increase

between 100 and 75% mRNA concentrations (Xs,

Supporting Information Table S1).

The measurement error rates increased for

genes with lower EIs (Figs. 1Aa–d and Supporting

Information Table S1). Since HK genes generally

have higher EIs than DE genes (Su et al., 2004),

many DE genes have low EIs and high measure-

ment error rates (Fig. 1Aa,b, green), whereas 97%

(503/520) of the HK genes had EIs >300 and mea-

surement error rates of only �2% (4/246) (Fig.

1Ad, red).

Gene Copy Numbers

We selected 520 HK genes mapping to only one

locus on chromosomes 1 to 22 for analysis. Diploid

cells were assumed to have two copies of each HK

gene, or 1,040 HK gene copies total. Copy number

estimates in aneuploid cells were made by com-

bined SNP/SKY analyses (Supporting Information

Table S2) (Bazeley et al., 2011): The copy num-

bers of genes mapping to aneuploid chromosomes

without derivative chromosomes were assumed to

equal the average number of SKY-normal homo-

logs found per karyotype, e.g., A549 chromosomes

4 and 9 have averages of �2 and �2.96 normal

homologs per karyotype and no derivative chromo-

somes in the 24 A549 karyotypes examined by

SKY, giving estimates of �2 and �2.96 copies of

these chromosomes’ HK genes (Figs. 1B and 1C).

Copy number estimates were also made for 28

aneuploid chromosomes with SNP-maps having

loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and heterozygous

regions corresponding to SKY-identified translo-

cations or deletions (Fig. 1D and Supporting

Information Fig. S1) (Nestor et al., 2007). For

example, DU 145 chromosome 1’s SNP-map has

a p-arm LOH with identical, homozygous SNPs

(Fig. 1D, blue bars). These homozygous p-arm

SNPs establish the two SKY-identified normal

homologs originate from the same parent, other-

wise this p-arm would also have heterozygous

SNPs. Thus, the heterozygous q-arm SNPs of

DU 145 chromosome 1 (red bars) must originate

from chromosome 1 DNA in the t(1;4) transloca-

tion derived from the other parental homolog.

Since there are �1.88 copies of normal chromo-

some 1 homologs and �0.88 copies of t(1;4) trans-

location per karyotype, the LOH and

heterozygous regions of DU 145 chromosome 1

contain �1.88 and �2.76 (1.88 1 0.88) HK gene

copies, respectively (Fig. 1D). The genetic map

positions of the DNA fragments from LN-18

chromosome 6 in the t(4;19;6) and t(6;17) translo-

cations cannot be resolved from the SNP map

(Fig. 1E), making it unsuitable for copy number

estimates.

There are a total of 3,120 HK genes in the six

aneuploid cancer lines (6 3 520) and direct SNP/

SKY copy number estimates were possible for

59% (1,831/3,120) of these genes (Fig. 2). The

total numbers of HK gene copies in each aneu-

ploid cancer line were estimated by (1) multiply-

ing the average HK gene copy numbers in each

line for which SNP/SKY estimates were possible

by 520 (Supporting Information Table S3A) and

(2) combining the total numbers of HK genes in

normal homologs with varying proportions of HK

gene numbers in derivative chromosomes (Sup-

porting Information Tables S3B and S4). The

copy number estimates based on SNP/SKY aver-

ages and normal homolog/derivative chromosome

genes converge when derivative chromosomes

were calculated to carry �70% of normal homolog
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genes (r>10.99, Supporting Information Table

S3A and B); this gave HK gene copy number esti-

mates of 1,191, 1,198, 1,383, 1,391, 1,491, and

2,045 for the PC-3, RWPE-2, LN-18, DU 145,

A549, and SUIT-2 cancer lines (Supporting Infor-

mation Table S3A and B).

Figure 1. Signal strength measurement errors and SNP/SKY gene
copy number estimates. (A) The error rate in detecting 25% mRNA
differences was �41% for genes with EI signals <75 (a), �15% for EI
signals >75–150 (b), �5% for EI signals >150 to 300 (c), and �2% for
EI signals >300 to 18,500 (d). HK genes are shown as red bars and
DE genes as green bars. (B) A549 chromosome 4 has no derivative
chromosomes and approximately two normal homologs per karyotype,
giving an estimate of �2 copies for its 15 HK genes. (C) A549 chro-
mosome 9 has no derivative chromosomes and �2.96 normal homo-
logs per karyotype, giving an estimate of �2.96 copies for its 13 HK

genes. (D) DU 145 chromosome 1’s SNP map has a LOH (homozy-
gous SNPs, blue bars) and a heterozygous region (heterozygous SNPs,
red bars). The homozygous region establishes the �two normal homo-
logs (�1.88 copies/karyotype) are from the same parent and the heter-
ozygous DNA is from the t(1;4) translocation (�0.88 copies/
karyotype); giving gene copy-number estimates of �1.88 and �2.76 for
the LOH and heterozygous regions. Also see Supporting Information
Figure S1. (E) The genetic map positions of the LN-18 chromosome 6
DNA pieces cannot be resolved, making it unsuitable for copy number
estimates.
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Gene Expression Intensity Determinants (GEIDs)

The mRNA level of a given gene in a specific cell

type may be governed by (1) copy number, (2) the

global rate of mRNA production and/or degradation

in the cell type the gene is expressed in, (3) possibly

by intrinsic gene-specific, gene expression intensity

determinants (GEIDs) of relative mRNA levels, and

(4) other factors not tested in this analysis. GEIDs

may produce noise in studies comparing the effects

of copy number variations on the mRNA levels of

different genes, as high copy-number genes with

intrinsically low mRNA levels may have lower

mRNA levels compared to low copy-number genes

with intrinsically high mRNA levels per allele.

We tested for possible GEID measurement

errors by first comparing the relative expression

intensities (REIs) of different HK genes with

identical copy numbers in the same cell types to

eliminate mRNA variations from both copy num-

ber differences and possible global variations in

overall mRNA production/degradation rates

between cell types. Thus, variations in the equal

copy number REIs measured in the same cell

types, if found, could potentially be due to either

gene-specific GEIDs producing similar relative

mRNA levels for different genes across all cell

types and/or to more complex transcription or

mRNA degradation control mechanisms which

Figure 2. HK gene copy number estimates for six aneuploid cell lines. The copy number esti-
mates are based on the average numbers of normal homologs per karyotype for chromosomes
without derivative chromosomes and average copy numbers of normal homologs and derivative
chromosome DNA pieces for chromosomes with heterozygous and LOH SNP-maps.
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could vary for the same genes in different cell

types. In order to distinguish between these possi-

bilities, the REIs for the same genes measured in

each of the cell types were compared across the

different cell types; if the same genes had similar

REIs in all cell types, then the existence of gene-

specific GEIDs regulating individual HK gene

mRNA levels would be established: to do this, the

EIs of HK genes mapping to similar numbers of

normal homologs and without any DNA fragments

in derivative chromosomes were compared in each

cell type. Each EI was classified as being in the

top, or bottom, 50th%tile of Relative EIs (top-REI

or bottom-REI) compared to EIs of other equal

copy number genes in the cell type. Since diploid

cells have two gene copies, the 520 HK gene EIs

in each diploid cell type were classified into top-

or bottom-REIs (Fig. 3A, green). The aneuploid

Figure 3. Gene expression intensity determinants (GEIDs) control
relative mRNA levels for equal copy number HK genes in the same
cell types. (A) HK gene EIs were compared for genes with similar copy
numbers in diploid (green) and aneuploid (red) cells. Relative EIs (REIs)
of equal copy-number genes in the same cell type were classified as
top (top REI) or bottom (bottom REI) 50th%tiles of EI. The top-REI
frequencies of genes in each chromosome were then determined in
four to eight different chromosomes (across rows), with the numbers
of chromosomes and HK genes per chromosome compared shown on

the right. (B) GEID control of EIs: 60% (312/520) of HK genes had
top-REIs in all, or none, of cell types tested, a significantly higher pro-
portion than the �4% (20/520) predicted for random REIs (P< 0.001,
red, green, see Supporting Information Table S5). (C) Asymmetrical
distributions of raw diploid (a) and aneuploid (b) HK EIs with tails of
high expression-intensity genes: *, intensities >10,500. (D) Symmetrical
diploid (a) and aneuploid (b) REI ratio distributions are produced by
division of each HK gene EI in the ten cell types by its average diploid
intensity.
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gene sets were more complex. For example, the

A549 cell line has two groups of equal copy-

number chromosomes without derivative chromo-

somes: (1) diploid chromosomes 4, 13, 18, 21, and

22; and (2) triploid chromosomes 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14,

and 16 (Fig. 2); thus, separate REI classifications

were made for the 118 diploid and 235 triploid

A549 HK genes (Fig. 3A, red).

Top-REI frequencies were compared one chro-

mosome at a time, across four to eight cell types

(Fig. 3A, across rows). Each HK gene was classified

as (1) low intensity, no top-REIs in any cell type;

(2) intermediate intensity, top- and bottom-REIs in

different cell types; or (3) high intensity, top-REIs

in all cell types: 60% (312/520) of genes were in

low (30%, 157/520) or high (30%, 155/520) intensity

classes (Fig. 3B, red), significantly more than the

�4% (20/520) estimated for these classes by chance

alone (P< 0.001, Fig. 3B, green and Supporting

Information Table S5). This finding supports HK

genes producing similar relative amounts of mRNA

in different cell types due to unknown control

mechanism(s) which we call GEIDs. To further

strengthen this conclusion, we reasoned that each

diploid HK gene’s EI mirrors its GEID. If true,

division of each gene’s EI by its average EI in the

four diploid cell types would create a REI ratio

without GEID noise. This was the case: the asym-

metry in the raw diploid and aneuploid EI distribu-

tions of the 520 HK genes (Fig. 3Ca and b) almost

completely disappeared in the diploid REI ratio

distribution (Fig. 3Da) and largely disappeared in

the aneuploid REI ratio distribution (Fig. 3Db).

Improved Detection of HK Gene Dosage Effects

by GEID Noise Corrections

The raw EIs of 58 haploid, 737 diploid, and 527

triploid genes (Fig. 2, green, yellow, red) are

widely distributed and have close haploid (1C),

diploid (2C), and triploid (3C) medians (Fig. 4A,

green, yellow, red; medians, horizontal lines). In

contrast, the haploid, diploid and triploid REI

ratios are more compactly distributed with

increased separation of the (1C), (2C), and (3C)

medians (Fig. 4B) after this reduction of the

GEID noise.

Detection of gene dosage effects was improved

by making initial EI comparisons within the same

cell type followed by combined data analyses:

54% (282/527) of the raw triploid A549, DU 145,

LN-18, PC-3, and RWPE-2 EIs combined as a sin-

gle group were more than the (2C) median com-

pared with 47% (348/734) of similarly combined

diploid EIs (P 5 0.035, Fig. 4C). However, when

numbers of raw diploid and triploid EIs more than

the (2C) medians were determined separately in

each cell type followed by combined data analysis,

59% (313/527) of triploid EIs were more than the

(2C) median compared with 50% (366/734) of dip-

loid EIs (P 5 8.9 3 1024, Fig. 4D).

The elimination of GEID noise by analysis of

REI ratios rather than raw EIs also improved

detection of gene dosage effects: 73% (387/527) of

triploid REI ratios, combined after separate deter-

minations of the numbers of REI ratios more than

the (2C) medians in each cell type, were more the

(2C) median (P 5 8.6 3 10218, Fig. 4E) compared

with 59% (313/527) when raw EIs were similarly

analyzed (P 5 8.9 3 1024, Fig. 4D). Also, 81% (69/

85) of combined diploid REI ratios were more

than the (1C) median compared with 48% (28/58)

of combined haploid REI ratios (P 5 5.0 3 1025,

Fig. 4F). Thus, haploid (1C), diploid (2C), and

triploid (3C) HK genes show progressive increases

in mRNA levels when measured in the same cell

types, arguing against feedback loops producing

diploid (2C) mRNA levels for HK genes with hap-

loid or triploid copy numbers (Figs. 4E and 4F).

Standard EI Measurements Find Similar Diploid

and Aneuploid HK Gene mRNA Levels

The EIs of the 520 HK genes expressed by all

ten cell types were directly compared, gene by

gene, to generate total expression grades (TEGs)

for each cell type, with higher TEGs indicating rel-

atively increased overall EIs for all 520 HK genes

when compared to the other cell types. See Materi-

als and Methods and Supporting Information Fig-

ure S2 for calculation of TEG scores. Since the HK

gene mRNA levels increase with copy number

comparisons made in the same cell types (Figs. 4E

and 4F), we expected the supra-diploid, aneuploid

HK gene copy numbers (Supporting Information

Table S3) would lead to increased aneuploid HK

gene mRNA levels compared with HK genes in the

diploid cell types. This was not the case, as the

TEGs were not related to the HK gene copy num-

bers in the ten cell types (r 5 20.15, Fig. 5A). For

example, the diploid lymphocytes had the highest

TEG score of all ten cell types (Fig. 5A). This result

was confirmed by calculation of the average REI

ratios for all 520 HK genes in each cell type; Again,

no correlation was found between the average HK

gene REI ratios and gene copy numbers (r 5 20.24,

Fig. 5B). These results are in sharp contrast to those

of Figure 4 in which clear HK gene dosage effects
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were found for comparisons within the same cell

type.

mRNA Extraction and Sample Normalization

Errors

The paradox of finding HK gene dosage effects

for comparisons made within the same cell types

(Fig. 4), but not between different cell types (Fig.

5), could be explained by (1) the existence of global

mRNA control mechanism(s) maintaining roughly

similar overall HK gene mRNA levels in different

cell types regardless of gene copy numbers; or (2)

the results of Figure 5 being incorrect because of

mRNA extraction and sample normalization errors.

Variable amounts of mRNA are often recovered

in separate extractions of identical numbers of the

same cell types. For example, the replicate mRNA

extractions of equal numbers of PC-3 cancer cells

without further purification steps averaged 25.72 6

Figure 4. Corrections for GEID noise find HK gene mRNA levels
are not controlled by feedback loops. (A) The combined, raw EIs of
haploid (green), diploid (yellow), and triploid (red) A549, DU 145, LN-
18, and RWPE-2 HK genes are widely distributed. See Figure 2 for
gene locations and copy numbers. (B) Relative EI ratios (REI ratios) of
the haploid, diploid, and triploid genes are more compactly distributed
and have increased separation of the (1C), (2C), and (3C) medians
(black lines). (C) Initial combination of all raw diploid and triploid EIs
into two separate groups followed shows only a marginal difference
between diploid and triploid EIs (P 5 0.035), with the three diploid
SUIT-2 HK genes excluded because SUIT-2 did not have any triploid
genes (Fig. 2). (D) A significant difference between the raw diploid and

triploid EIs was found when the same raw EI values underwent sepa-
rate determinations of the numbers of diploid and triploid EIs more
than the (2C) medians in each cell type prior data combination and
analysis. (E) REI ratios eliminate GEID noise in gene dosage measure-
ments. The numbers of diploid and triploid REI ratios more than the
(2C) median show a highly significant difference compared to a similar
analysis of raw diploid and triploid EIs (D), establishing that triploid HK
genes do not lower mRNA levels back to diploid values by feedback
loops. (F) The numbers of haploid and diploid REI ratios more than
the (1C) median in the PC-3 and SUIT-2 lines also show a highly signifi-
cant difference, establishing that haploid HK genes do not increase
mRNA levels to diploid values by feedback loops.
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9.4% mg, replicate mRNA extractions of the same

number of lymphocytes averaged 16.12 6 6.9% mg,

and replicate mRNAs extracted from the same

numbers of SUIT-2 cells in another experiment

averaged 46.8 6 44% mg. These large variations in

the amounts of mRNA recovered from separate

extractions of the same numbers of identical cells

are compounded by subsequent mRNA sample nor-

malization steps, such as further purification, ampli-

fication and labeling, which often lead to identical

amounts of labeled mRNA from each extracted

mRNA sample being submitted for analysis. It is

difficult to work back through these highly variable

mRNA extraction and purification/labeling steps to

reconstruct the tenuous connections between the

actual total amounts of mRNA in the original cells

and the mRNA samples submitted for analysis.

To illustrate these errors, assume cell A has 1,000

mRNA molecules per cell each represented by a

marble. Further, these 1,000 mRNA molecules are

divided into 500 HK gene transcripts (white mar-

bles) and 500 DE transcripts (red marbles). Thus, a

random sample of 100 cell A marbles following

mRNA extraction would have 50% (50/100) of

white and red marbles (Fig. 6A). Now consider cell

B, which has 3,000 mRNA molecules per cell, con-

sisting of 1,500 HK gene transcripts (white marbles)

and 1,500 DE transcripts (green marbles). A random

sample of 100 cell B marbles following mRNA

extraction would also have 50% (50/100) of white

and green marbles (Fig. 6B). Finally, if the two ran-

dom samples of 100 cell A marbles and 100 cell B

marbles were mixed, this 50:50 mixture of equal

mRNA amounts would have equal %s (25%, 50/

200) of red and green marbles (Fig. 6C). Thus, sam-

ple normalization steps produce the same amount

of labeled mRNA from both samples being submit-

ted for analysis and lead to a threefold difference

between the total HK and DE transcripts in cells A

and B being missed (Figs. 6A–6C).

HKGM Corrections of mRNA Extraction and

Sample Normalization Errors

The HKGM assay was used to correct errors

from both extraction variability and sample

Figure 5. Standard expression array measurements find similar dip-
loid and aneuploid HK gene mRNA levels despite copy number differ-
ences (see Supporting Information Table S3). (A) Total expression
grades (TEGs), derived from comparisons of all 520 HK gene EIs each
cell type, are not related to HK gene copy numbers (see Supporting

Information Fig. S2). (B) The average REI ratios (6s) for all 520 HK
genes are also not related to each cell type’s number of HK genes or
aneuploid or diploid chromosomal compositions. White, diploid cell
types; black, aneuploid cell lines.
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normalizations and analyzes DE and HK gene EIs

measured in separately extracted pure A and B

cell mRNAs and mRNAs extracted from 50:50

mixtures of intact A and B cells to calculate the

relative proportions of A and B HK genes. The

HKGM assay makes no assumptions about the rel-

ative HK and DE gene mRNA levels expressed in

the A/B cells other than (1) all EIs must be high

enough for accurate mRNA measurement (Fig.

1A), (2) Cell A DE genes are only expressed in

cell A, (3) Cell B DE genes are only expressed in

cell B, and (4) HK genes are expressed by both A

and B cells. For example, the EIs of the HK and

DE genes used to calculate the SUIT-2 and

Figure 6. Basis of mRNA extraction variability and sample normal-
ization errors in standard mRNA measurements and the HKGM assay.
(A) Cell A has 1,000 mRNA molecules, divided into 500 HK gene
transcripts (white) and 500 DE gene transcripts (red). Extraction pro-
duces variable amounts of cell A mRNA that are then purified, labeled,
and amplified to a fixed mRNA amount for measurement, showing
50% of HK gene transcripts (white) and 50% of DE (red) gene tran-
scripts. (B) Cell B has 3,000 mRNA molecules, consisting of 1,500 HK
gene transcripts (white) and 1,500 DE gene transcripts (green). Extrac-
tion produces variable amounts of cell B mRNA that are purified,
labeled, and amplified to the same, fixed mRNA amount for measure-
ment, also showing an identical 50% of HK (white) and 50% of DE
(green) gene transcripts as cell A. (C) Measurement of a mixture of
pure, labeled A and B mRNAs produced in (A) and (B) finds 50% HK

(white), 25% cell A DE (red), and 25% cell B DE (green) gene tran-
scripts, indicating the normalization errors have prevented detection of
the threefold difference between cell A and B mRNA levels. (D) The
HK gene marker (HKGM) assay used to correct extraction variability
and normalization errors requires that HK and DE gene EIs measured
in pure and mRNA mixtures to give stoichiometric results. a. HK gene
EIs measured for pure and 75:25, 50:50, and 25:75% mixtures of puri-
fied lymphocyte and SUIT-2 mRNAs averaged to 100% were roughly
similar at all mixture compositions. b. SUIT-2 and lymphocyte HKGMs
measured in pure mixtures of labeled mRNAs also follow the 75:25,
50:50, and 25:75% mRNA dilutions (r 5 10.99), indicating that purified
SUIT-2 and lymphocyte mRNAs measured in pure and mixed mRNAs
behave as predicted by the mixture compositions.
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lymphocyte HKGMs were all more than 300 in

the pure (100%) SUIT-2, pure (100%) lymphocyte

and the 50:50 intact lymphocyte/SUIT-2 cell mix-

ture mRNAs for measurement accuracy (Fig. 1A);

this led to the analyses of the EIs for 472 HK

genes, 635 SUIT-2 DE genes, and 411 lympho-

cyte DE genes in the first repetition of this experi-

ment. The average EIs of the 472 HK genes in

the pure SUIT-2, pure lymphocyte, and mixed

cell mRNAs were used as baseline values for the

EIs measured for the individual DE genes in the

pure lymphocyte, pure SUIT-2, and mixed cell

mRNAs (see Materials and Methods, HKGM

assay).

The accuracy of the HKGM assay depends on

stoichiometric EI measurements. The average HK

gene EIs measured in pure SUIT-2 (blue) and

lymphocyte (red) mRNAs and in 75:25, 50:50, and

25:75 SUIT-2/lymphocyte mRNAs mixtures

increased slightly with more lymphocyte mRNA,

although all EIs were close to the 100% average

(Fig. 6Da); a finding consistent with HK gene EIs

being stable in mRNA mixtures. The HKMGs cal-

culated from HK and DE EIs measured in the

pure mRNAs and mRNAs mixed after mRNA

extraction, purification, and labeling correlated

with the 100:0, 75:25, 50:50, 25:75, and 0:100

SUIT-2 and lymphocyte mRNA dilutions

(r 5 10.99), establishing the HKMG assay can

gauge relative HK gene mRNA proportions from

two different cell types in mRNA mixtures (Fig.

6Db).

The HKGM assay gives an estimate of the

relative numbers of HK gene mRNAs present in

two different cell types and is based on calculat-

ing the relative proportions of DE gene mRNAs

from each cell type in intact-cell mixed mRNAs,

as illustrated in Figure 7A, e.g., expression array

analysis of a true mixture of all marbles in sin-

gle type A and B cells (Figs. 6A and 6B) finds

50% (2,000/4,000) white marbles, 37.5% (1,500/

4,000) green marbles, and 12.5% (500/4,000) red

marbles (Fig. 7A). Further, the mRNA expres-

sion levels of the HK and DE genes in the two

cell types being compared do not influence the

HKGM assay. For example, assume (1) cell type

C has 20 HK mRNAs (white) and 3 DE

mRNAs (red) and (2) cell type D has 60 HK

mRNAs (white) and 20 DE mRNAs (green).

The proportions of HK and DE gene mRNAs

in cells C/D are different from those of A/B

cells (Fig. 7A), yet both A/B and C/D cells have

identical HK gene mRNA ratios of 0.33, calcu-

lated for the C/D cells as follows: The C/D

mRNA mixture has 80 white, 3 red, and 20

green marbles: 12 red marbles (0.15 3 80) can

be estimated for this C/D mixture if no white

marble dilution had occurred. White marble

dilution from cell D leads to 25% (3/12) of the

expected red marbles in the mixture, or (# C

white marbles)/(# C 1 D white marbles) 5 0.25

(3/12), or # C white marbles 5 (0.25) 3 (# C 1 D

white marbles) (Equation #1). Similarly, 75%

(20/26.66) of expected 26.66 green marbles

(0.333 3 80) are in the C/D mixture because of

white marble dilution from cell C, or (# D white

marbles)/(# C 1 D white marbles) 5 0.75 (20/

26.66), or # D white marbles 5 (0.75) 3 (#

C 1 D white marbles) [Eq. (2)]. Dividing Eq.

(1) by (2) shows the ratio of C/D white

marbles 5 (0.25)/(0.75) or 0.33, the same value

obtained by analyzing the Figure 7A data (not

shown).

Aneuploid Cancer Lines Have Relatively Increased

HK Gene mRNA Levels

The HKGMs of (1) lymphocytes and SUIT-2

cells and (2) lymphocytes and PC-3 cells were

compared in replicate mRNAs extracted from

50:50 intact cell mixtures (Figs. 7B and 7C) to test

whether mRNA extraction/normalization errors

explained the relatively low HK gene mRNA lev-

els found for the aneuploid SUIT-2 and PC-3 lines

by standard expression array analysis (Fig. 5): Sig-

nificantly more of the SUIT-2 and PC-3 cancer

cell HKGMs were above the diploid (2C) medians

than diploid lymphocyte HKGMs (P< 0.001, Figs.

7B and 7C). Division of the average PC-3 and

SUIT-2 cancer HKGMs by the average diploid

lymphocyte HKGMs produces ratios proportional

to the aneuploid/diploid HK gene mRNA levels

(Fig. 7A). The average SUIT-2/lymphocyte

HKGM mRNA ratio was �3.16 (Expt. #1

ratio 5 2.85 [77/27]; Expt. #2 ratio 5 3.48 [87/25]),

indicating a �3.16 increase in HK gene transcripts

in SUIT-2 cells compared with diploid lympho-

cytes (Fig. 7D). The average PC-3/lymphocyte

HKGM mRNA ratio was �1.75 (Expt. #1

ratio 5 2.19 [86/39]; Expt. #2 ratio 5 1.32 [89/67]),

consistent with a �1.75 increase in PC-3 HK gene

transcripts compared to lymphocytes (Fig. 7E).

Thus, the relatively low aneuploid HK gene

mRNA levels measured by standard expression

array analysis for aneuploid cells with high HK

gene copy numbers (Fig. 5) were due to mRNA

extraction variability and sample normalization

errors (Figs. 7D and 7E).
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Figure 7. HKGM correction of mRNA extraction and sample nor-
malization errors. (A) Measurements of mRNAs extracted from a
50:50 mixture of A and B cells have 50% of HK gene mRNAs (white),
12.5% of cell A DE gene mRNAs (red), and 37.5% of cell B DE gene
mRNAs (green). The 0.33 (12.5/37.5) cell A/B DE mRNA ratio is
lower than the 1/1 ratio found when equal amounts of separately pre-
pared A/B mRNAs are combined and measured together (Fig. 6C).
This decrease of cell A DE mRNA (red) in the A/B intact-cell mixture
mRNA is due to dilution of the cell-type A DE genes by the more
numerous cell-type B HK gene mRNAs (white). (B) More of the indi-
vidual SUIT-2 HKGMs measured in mRNAs extracted from 50:50 mix-
tures of SUIT-2 cells and lymphocytes were above the (2C) medians
than lymphocyte HKGMs in two experimental repetitions (P< 0.001).
(C) More of the individual PC-3 HKGMs measured in mRNAs
extracted from 50:50 mixtures of PC-3 cells and lymphocytes were

above the (2C) medians than lymphocyte HKGMs in two experimental
repetitions (P< 0.001). (D) The average SUIT-2/lymphocyte HKGM
ratios measured for mRNAs extracted from the 50:50 intact SUIT-
2cell/lymphocyte mixtures were 77/27 (replicate 1) and 87/25 (repli-
cate 2), averaging to 82% and 26%; giving an average ratio of �3.16/
1.00 (82/26) for SUIT-2/lymphocyte HK gene transcripts. (E) The PC-3/
lymphocyte HKGM ratios were 86/39 (replicate 1) and 89/67 (replicate
2) in 50:50 intact PC-3cell/lymphocyte mixture mRNAs; giving an aver-
age ratio of �1.75/1.00 (88/50) for PC-3/lymphocyte HK gene tran-
scripts. (F) More of the individual SUIT-2 DE gene EIs measured in
50:50 intact-cell mixture mRNAs were above the (2C) medians than
lymphocyte DE gene EIs in two experimental repetitions (P< 0.001).
(G) More of the individual PC-3 DE gene EIs measured in 50:50 intact-
cell mixture mRNAs were above the (2C) medians than lymphocyte
DE gene EIs in two experimental repetitions (P< 0.001).



Aneuploid Cancer Lines also have Relatively

Increased DE Gene mRNA Levels

Since both HK and DE gene copy numbers are

elevated in the SUIT-2 and PC-3 lines, mRNA

extraction and sample normalization errors may

also have led to underestimates of aneuploid DE

gene mRNA levels. A variation of the HKGM

assay was used to test for this by selecting (1) can-

cer DE genes with 1 expression in cancer cell

mRNAs, the 50:50 intact cell mixture mRNAs,

and 2 expressions in lymphocytes and (2) lympho-

cyte DE genes with 1 expressions in lymphocyte

mRNAs, the 50:50 intact cell mixture mRNAs,

and 2 expressions in cancer cells. These EIs were

analyzed as follows: the average EIs of DE genes

in lymphocyte (L100) and aneuploid cancer (A100)

mRNAs were normalized by A100 5 c (constant) 3

(L100), or c 5 A100/L100. The EIs of the same genes

measured in 50:50 intact-cell mixture mRNAs

were set to identity by A50:50 5 (c) 3 (b) 3 (L50:50),

with b being the A/L transcript level ratio after cor-

rection for mRNA extraction variability and pre-

measurement, sample normalization errors, or

b 5 (A50:50/A100) 3 (L100/L50:50).

More EIs of the DE cancer genes in the 50:50

intact cell mixture mRNAs were above the diploid

(2C) medians than the lymphocyte DE gene EIs

(P< 0.001, Figs. 7F and 7G). The ratios of the

average cancer DE gene EIs to average lympho-

cyte gene EIs in the 50:50 intact cell mixture

mRNAs were �2.54 (Expt. #1, b 5 2.58; Expt. #2,

b 5 2.48) and �1.78 (Expt. #1, b 5 1.31; Expt. #2,

b 5 2.26), respectively, for the SUIT-2 and PC-3

DE genes. Thus, similar to HK genes (Figs. 7B

and 7E), cancer DE genes also have elevated

mRNA levels compared with lymphocyte DE

genes after correcting mRNA extraction and sam-

ple normalization errors (Figs. 7F and 7G).

High Gene Copy Numbers and Global Increases in

Single-Allelic mRNA Levels both Elevate

Aneuploid Cancer mRNAs

The increases in mRNA levels of PC-3 and

SUIT-2 HK and DE cancer genes compared to

diploid lymphocyte HK and DE genes (Figs. 7B–

7G) could be solely from high cancer gene copy

numbers, or to a combination of increased gene

copy numbers and global mRNA increases from

transcription up-regulation and/or decreased

mRNA degradation rates for all cancer genes. The

mRNA level ratios of single cancer genes to single

lymphocyte genes, or mRNA indices, were calcu-

lated by dividing the (1) SUIT-2 and PC-3

HKGM and (2) DE/lymphocyte ratios (Figs. 7D

and 7E) by each cancer lines’ HK gene copy num-

bers, or 2,045 for SUIT-2 and 1,191for PC-3, fol-

lowed by multiplication by the 1,040 lymphocyte

HK gene copies (Supporting Information Table

S3). The same transform was also used to estimate

the relative numbers of SUIT-2 and PC-3 DE

genes. If the increased mRNA levels of the cancer

genes compared to lymphocyte genes (Figs. 7B–

7G) were solely attributable to increased gene

copy numbers, then the DE and HK mRNA indi-

ces should approach a value of one after this cor-

rection for the gene copy number differences.

This was not the case: The PC-3 and SUIT-2

mRNA indices for HK genes were �1.53 (�1.75

3 1,040/1,191) and �1.61 (�3.16 3 1,040/2,045)

and the PC-3 and SUIT-2 mRNA indices for DE

genes were �1.55 (�1.78 3 1,040/1,191) and

�1.29 (�2.54 3 1,040/2,045). The SUIT-2/lym-

phocyte and PC-3/lymphocyte mRNA ratios still

had �50% increases in mRNA levels per allele

compared with single lymphocyte alleles even

after correction for gene copy number differences.

Thus, both gene dosage effects (Fig. 4) and global

mRNA increases for single cancer HK and DE

gene alleles are responsible for the increases found

for cancer cell mRNAs when compared with dip-

loid lymphocytes (Figs. 7B–7G). This conclusion

must be tempered, however, because many DE

genes were not analyzed in these comparisons

because of insufficient EIs for accurate mRNA

measurements (Fig. 1A).

DISCUSSION

The effects of gene copy number changes on

mRNA levels are not clear (Galitski et al., 1999).

Increased mRNA levels are found for some, but

not all trisomic genes in aneuploidies such as

Down syndrome and following single chromosome

transfers into cell lines (Lyle et al., 2004; Upender

et al., 2004; Prandini et al., 2007). HER2 gene

copy numbers correlate with HER2 protein levels

in breast cancer cells (Slamon et al., 1987) and

mRNA levels parallel comparative genomic

hybridization (CGH) detected CNVs of breast

cancer genes in some (Hyman et al., 2002; Pollack

et al., 2002), but not all studies (Marella et al.,

2009). A poor correlation was found between

CNVs and mRNA levels in prostate cancer lines

(Jiang et al., 2008). Also, gene copy numbers and

EIs strongly correlated in one colon cancer study

(Tsafrir et al., 2006) but not in another (Platzer

et al., 2002).
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There are several possible explanations for

these varying results. Certain genes are regulated

by transcriptional feedback loops that may

dampen CNV effects (Dominguez, 2006; Pasqui-

nelli, 2012). It is possible that some CNVs may

perturb broad transcriptome networks and unpre-

dictably alter the mRNA levels of many genes

(Galitski et al., 1999; Upender et al., 2004; de

Nadal and Posas, 2010). Also, epigenetic changes

and random genetic damage can alter mRNA lev-

els without obvious CNVs (Nestor et al., 2007;

Jones, 2012; Sproul et al., 2012; Baer et al., 2013).

However, technical problems in measuring mRNA

levels may contribute to these varying results.

We found accurate mRNA measurements are

possible by following several principles. The error

rates for assay intensity signals can be determined

by calibration against mRNAs of known concen-

trations (Fig. 1A). If error rates of the genes being

studied are too high because of insufficient signal

strength, an error signal intensity correction algo-

rithm can be applied (Workman et al., 2002). Step-

wise RT-PCR, proteomic assays, or indirectly

measuring the amount of gene product present

may be needed to quantitate the expression levels

of some genes with very low mRNA levels.

We also found that GEIDs control the relative

mRNA levels of many HK and possibly other

genes (Fig. 3B). Therefore, studies comparing the

mRNA levels of different genes in the same cell

type should correct for GEID noise, as high copy-

number genes with low GEIDs can have

decreased mRNA levels compared with low copy-

number genes with high GEIDs. The division of

each EI by its diploid average to correct GEID

noise allowed significant differences to be found

between haploid, diploid, and triploid HK gene

mRNA levels, establishing that aneuploid HK

gene mRNA levels are not controlled by feedback

loops which abolish gene dosage effects (Fig. 4).

Errors from mRNA extraction variability and

pre-measurement, sample normalizations prior to

EI measurements can cause large artifacts in com-

parisons of DE and HK gene mRNA levels

between different cell types: Extractions of

mRNAs from identical numbers of the same cell

types produce variable amounts of mRNA in each

sample. Normalization of the extracted mRNAs to

submit a preselected amount of purified and

labeled mRNA for analysis further separates the

amounts of mRNA present in the original cell

type from the measured amounts of mRNA (Figs.

6A–6C): For example, the REI ratios and TEG

scores of the HK genes were not related to HK

gene copy numbers for the ten cell types meas-

ured by standard expression array analyses (Fig.

5). However, approximately two to threefold dif-

ferences between the HK/DE gene mRNA levels

were found between the aneuploid cancer cells

and the benign lymphocytes after correction of

mRNA extraction and sample normalization errors

(Figs. 7D and 7E).

Although some premeasurement errors may be

minimized by improved amplification, and label-

ing of mRNAs from known cell numbers com-

bined with adding exogenous RNA spikes (Benes

and Muckenthaler, 2003; Jiang et al., 2011; Loven

et al., 2012), these steps are generally performed

post-mRNA extraction and cannot completely cor-

rect for the variable amounts of mRNA recovered

from different extraction procedures. The use of

DE and HK gene mRNAs as natural internal

spikes to gauge relative transcript levels in

mRNAs extracted from 50:50 intact-cell mixtures

exposes the mRNAs of both cell types to the same

extraction and mRNA normalization assay condi-

tions and is a simple way to minimize these errors

in gene expression level comparisons between cell

types (Fig. 7). This assay makes no assumptions

about HK/DE gene mRNA levels in either cell

type, as the HK and DE mRNAs are simply inter-

nal markers for overall gene expression levels.

Most HK genes have relatively high mRNA lev-

els (Fig.1A, red) and may be haplo-sufficient in

that single alleles can produce enough mRNA for

cell growth. Thus, the many extra aneuploid HK

genes (Supporting Information Table S3) are

probably not selected to produce additional

mRNA, but may be remnants of tetraploid inter-

mediates formed in the pathway to aneuploidy

(Storchova and Kuffer, 2008; Carter et al., 2012;

Davoli and de Lange, 2012). Some of the extra

cancer cell HK genes may also be selected to com-

plement defective alleles (Nestor et al., 2007) or

retained because of linkage to haplo-insufficient

genes (Birchler et al., 2007; Torres et al., 2008),

oncogenes, or other non-genic DNA elements

under selection in the cancer genome.

Increased cancer cell mRNA levels may be due

elevated MYC levels (Lin et al., 2012; Nie et al.,

2012) or other mRNA amplification mechanisms.

High cancer mRNA levels may be selected by a

need to restore the mRNA levels of haplo-

insufficient genes created by the genetic instabil-

ity of cancer (Bazeley et al., 2011) and/or to sup-

port oncogene and/or non-oncogene addictions

(Luo et al., 2009): There are probably many hap-

loid genes in every cancer genome acquired
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during pre-malignant stem cell and tumor cell

divisions from random, loss of function mutations,

small-scale gene losses, epigenetic changes, and

large-scale haploid regions resulting from chromo-

somal instability (Fig. 2, green and Supporting

Information Fig. S1B) (Salk et al., 2010). Some of

these haploid genes may be haplo-insufficient and

unable to produce enough mRNA for optimal

gene function (Birchler et al., 2007). Thus, the

�50% increase in mRNA levels found for the PC-

3 and SUIT-2 gene cancer genes (Fig. 7) may

allow haplo-insufficient genes to produce enough

mRNA for normal cell growth (Bazeley et al.,

2011) or to raise the mRNAs of genes selected in

oncogene and non-oncogene addictions in order to

increase the numbers of rate-limiting proteins and

thereby promote tumor growth (Dai and Lu, 2008;

Luo et al., 2009; Ruggero, 2009) . In either case,

molecular attacks against the transcription amplifi-

cation mechanism(s) selected in a given cancer

may have therapeutic benefits either by allowing

latent, growth retarding effects of haplo-

insufficient genes to emerge and/or by decreasing

the numbers of other crucial mRNA transcripts

needed for tumor cell proliferation.
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